
Fully Managed Dedicated Servers from GlowHost
Our fully managed dedicated servers support the latest server technologies not available with 
other managed hosting providers. At GlowHost, we understand that every client has different 
needs for their managed dedicated server. That’s why we custom tailor our dedicated servers 
to meet the exact requirements of your business. And our dedicated server management 
bundle includes proactive response to the following server issues:

 Performance tuning

	 	Service	reconfiguration	and	optimization

	 IP	filtering

 Uptime monitoring

 Security hardening

 Firewall management

 Hardware replacement

 Remote reboot

 Kernel Upgrades using Ksplice
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Cheap dedicated hosting servers from GlowHost does not equate to cheap hosting service. 
We offer flexible terms, reliable service, and the best hosting support on the block, Guaranteed 3 ways.

  Fully Managed Dedicated Servers take the headache out of server administration.
  Fully Managed PCI Compliant Dedicated Servers fully managed plus 100% Guaranteed PCI compliance.
  Unlimited Transfer Dedicated Servers No “per gigabyte” transfer limits for high volume websites.
  Unmanaged Dedicated Servers put you in full control at considerable savings.
  CUSTOMIZE YOUR DEDICATED SERVER NOW!

glowhost
Experience powerful, fast dedicated servers 
and hosting with GlowHost
Get maximum power and control with a dedicated server from GlowHost. 
Efficient and reliable, our dedicated servers are designed to support a variety 
of applications including multimedia, messaging, multi-tasking, and high-
volume transactions. At GlowHost, we make it our top priority to deliver cost-
effective, reliable, quality hosting solutions with the latest in dedicated server 
technology to meet all your needs.



How do you benefit when using GlowHost’s fully managed  
dedicated hosting solutions?

 Lifetime Hardware Warranty  - The hardware on your dedicated server is completely covered 
by our lifetime hardware warranty. In the event of a hardware problem, we will replace the 
failed hardware free of charge.

 Free Hardware Replacement Service for Life		-	You	pay	a	flat	monthly	fee	and	all	labor	costs	
involved with hardware replacement are covered at no charge to you, for life. Other providers 
charge for “Remote Hands” which can run in excess of $100 per hour.

 Easily Add cPanel 	-	Upgrade	your	dedicated	server	to	cPanel	and	utilize	the	power	of	the	
number one choice for web administration applications, web hosts, and web host resellers.

 Managed Firewall  – When upgrading to cPanel, our fully managed dedicated servers will be 
fitted	with	CSF,	an	intrusion	detection	system	and	firewall.	We	manage	the	firewall	and	it	can	
be	completely	customized	to	your	specific	needs,	or	use	our	pre-configured	recommended	
configuration.

 Free setup on new servers and upgrades  – Experiencing growing pains? We make it easy 
for you to expand your infrastructure. Existing clients receive free setup on new  servers and 
upgrades.	New	clients	always	 receive	 free	 setup.	Coming	 from	another	host?	We	have	you	
covered	there	too.	We	offer	a	free	month	of	service	(after	the	first	paid	month)	to	ease	the	load	
on your budget.

 Anti-Spam and Antivirus protection  - You can always feel 
secure	with	GlowHost.	We	use	dedicated	spam	filtering	servers	
to ensure spam and virus email never makes it to your mailbox. 

 Load balancing available  - Managed hardware 
load balancers are available upon request. 
Our highly-reliable load-balancing solution 
is ideal for any application that demands 
superior performance. Looking for hosting in 
The	Cloud?	We	also	have	Virtual	Datacenter	
and	Cloud	Server	solutions	available.
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Unmanaged Dedicated Servers from GlowHost
Besides fully managed dedicated server solutions for your business needs, GlowHost also 
offers unmanaged dedicated server solutions. Our unmanaged dedicated servers provide you 
with	the	most	flexibility	and	customization	and	give	you	full	control	of	your	infrastructure.	You	
can	customize	and	configure	your	dedicated	server	exactly	the	way	you’d	like.	Unmanaged	
servers	also	come	with	remote	reboot	and	KVM	over	IP.

Unlimited Transfer Dedicated Servers from GlowHost
GlowHost offers dedicated port upgrades on all of our dedicated servers. If you have a website 
that requires high transfer or high bandwidth and you’re on a limited budget, we have several 
affordable solutions for you. You can choose a port speed that accommodates your needs so 
you never need to watch your bandwidth meter again. With our unlimited transfer dedicated 
server hosting packages, you can be sure you are getting high quality performance backed 
by our expert managed dedicated hosting staff.

Managed PCI Compliant Dedicated Servers from GlowHost
Whether you are starting a small business or you are an owner of an established ecommerce 
website,	you	need	to	be	PCI	compliant.	With	GlowHost’s	PCI	Scan	Compliant	managed	servers,	
it’s	easy	to	adhere	to	PCI	compliance	technical	security	standards.	We	can	provide	you	with	
a	 turn-key	 solution	 for	 PCI	 compliant	 hosting	depending	 on	 your	 business	 requirements.	
Our	PCI	Scan	Compliant	managed	servers	are	guaranteed	to	pass	cardholder	data	security	
standards for as long as you host with GlowHost.

World-class Sales and 
Technical Support from 
GlowHost
GlowHost is proud of its reputa-
tion for friendly, experienced, and 
knowledgeable support. Our sales 
and technical support team is avail-
able	 24/7	 via	 Live	 Chat,	 helpdesk,	
and phone to help you choose the 
right server and hosting plan that 
fits	 your	 needs,	 your	 budget,	 and	
your future goals.
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Before you choose, don’t shop for a dedicated server based on  
price alone
Today’s hosting customers are smart. We know you want an incredible dedicated server for a 
low monthly price. But before you consider shopping around for the lowest price on dedicated 
server hosting, think about what you are getting for the price you pay. Quality dedicated 
hosting involves a lot of expenses including data center and network infrastructure, technical 
support staff, security systems, hardware costs, and many other costs associated with keeping 
your dedicated server running at peak performance.

GlowHost	 offers	 high-quality	 dedicated	 server	 hosting	 backed	 by	 a	 highly-qualified,	
experienced,	and	knowledgeable	support	team	–	all	at	a	price	that	fits	your	budget.	We	don’t	
sacrifice	quality	service	and	support	on	anything	we	offer	at	GlowHost.	GlowHost	dedicated	
servers	are	among	the	best	in	the	industry,	our	data	center	is	SAS70	Type	II	certified,	and	our	
support is outstanding. 

Lower prices may cause more harm than good 
When it comes to dedicated servers and dedicated server hosting, a lower price is not always 
better. In fact, when selecting a dedicated server hosting provider, do not shop based on 
hardware	specifications	for	the	lowest	price	possible.	Sure	you	may	find	other	dedicated	server	
providers offering the same hardware for less, but a lower price almost always indicates that 
an important service is missing like world-class support and redundancy. Or you may end up 
paying hidden support fees and you may get stuck with arduous cancellation contracts and 
penalties, an unstable network, blacklisted IP addresses – the list goes on. 

Don’t	get	 stuck	with	a	hosting	provider	because	 they	offer	 the	 lowest	price	available.	 Instead,	
choose GlowHost and receive high quality dedicated servers and dedicated server hosting 
backed by our world-class support and services, guaranteed to provide you with the best hosting 
solutions on the market today. And we include everything you need for reliable, fast dedicated 
servers and hosting. Give us a try today and see how your money goes even further by choosing 
GlowHost as your dedicated server hosting provider.

Get started today with the best in 
dedicated server hosting solutions,  

available exclusively through GlowHost.
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